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deCordova sCulpture park and 
museum

Located in Lincoln, MA deCordova 
Sculpture Park and Museum is 
dedicated to showing works of art 
across 30 acres. Within the park are 
site specific sculptures but also boasts 
a constantly changing landscape with 
new works and current being shifted 
about the grounds. With over 60 
pieces of contemorary and modern 
sculpture the park is evergrowing and 
is growing interest towards exhibiting 
performance art. The new Performance 
Arts Gallery takes advantage of a 
seldom used parking space in what 
is considered the rear of the park. The 
project aims to utilize this space more 
effectively whilst offering patrons 
another medium of art to enjoy. The 
building collapses landscape and 
makes the built form an integral 
part of site and environment. Each 
Gallery space provides a different 
way of looking into the landscape by 
changing the aperature and ultimately  
one understanding and perception. 
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Section Perspective



Illustrating connection of multiple levels/galleries



Looking towards Flints Pond
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View From Northwest Gallery
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View with glimpse of existing spire



Bridge view



Final Studies

proCess

Developing many iterations is vital to 
design and this project in particular. To 
really gain an understanding of how 
the building should perform I began 
with plutonic shapes to discover how  
volumes worked best with each other.   
The goal was not to simply generate 
a space but to allow the space to 
be a canvas for performing arts. The 
steps taken explored various ways 
of creating space. Some dealt with 
interior space, light, while some were 
more focused on the overall form and  
simplicity of it. Ultimately I arrived 
to a built form that exemplified the 
qualities of what was approriate for a  
performing arts museam. 



Final Model



Circulation Study



Scale and spatial reltationship study



Early Iteration exploring light capture



Form Study
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sCulpture reloCation



Jacobs Dream

Architecture has the ability to make 
one aware of latent information 
within a site. Relocating Jacobs 
Dream affects how one understands 
the world around them but also 
what occurs when looking above 
past the tree line towards the sky. 
Understanding the relationship of the 
sky above and the earth below and 
how the landscape and or building 
involves them. As a warm up to the 
performing arts museam we were 
asked to take a partucluar sculpture 
withing deCordova and relocate it. 
The location could be anywhere of 
our choosing but where it was had 
to heightin the experience of viewing 
the sculpture. We had to think about 
how the sculpture met the sky and 
ground and also how it is performing 
in the new location. My sculpture was 
Jacob’s Dream by Isaac Witkin. It is 
made out of poured aluminum.

Jacob’s Dream – Isaac Witkin

 sculpture changes with seasons – sculpture to be found

A lonesome perfect stone. Another one, and another, and another, infinite. Only a keen eye would notice.

Step carefully they lead to an unknown destination. 

Make your way through the deep marshland avoiding the soggy terrain. 

Continue until you cannot no more, but you notice a metallic object in reach. 

Jacobs dream. 

Circulate the sculpture. 

Pause, wonder

Who put that there? Why?

Reposition yourself.

Pause, wonder
repeat. 







Section View



Image looking from sculpture



Image looking towards sculpture


